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 Anne Watson's recipes are bare bones and really what they claim to be... To begin with, reading
the beginning and absorbing the how and why of soap producing is written in ways a reader can
understand and follow. They even use them and need more!)3) She provides an excellent guide
to making your own recipes. Very helpful I browse the entire book in a single sitting - the author
writes very conversationally. Her methods are simple and an easy task to follow like her books
short also to the point. Returned for the print version I had bought all of Anne's books on Kindle
version since it was cheaper and more green. I came back to buy every one of them in the print
version. Very practical and clear to see. She gives all the instructions for how to handle lye
properly and I've tried many of the recipes right now and they all have come out perfectly. The
reason I came back for the print edition is indeed I can take notes about the soaps in the
reserve. Sometimes I ignore what soaps I've produced and what scents I might have found in
those soaps so like to take notes and dates. Oh yes, I wrote her a contact and asked about
using various other substances and she answered me almost instantly. Excellent book and
superb author. Thank you! It is all that is promised and more. After purchasing it I have to say it
really is all that is promised and even more. That, in and of itself, is fairly darn nifty. I started
making soap back in 2000 and Susan Miller Cavitch's "The Soapmaker's Companion" was my
bible. While I still adore Cavtich's book, there are a couple of factors I would suggest Watson's
book for newbies:1) It is completely up-to-date. Not merely does she talk about using modern
stirring strategies (stick blender), most of her assets are updated and impressive. I am a lover of
most of the suppliers she lists and was acquainted with them.2) Her recipes are SO accessible!
Cavitch's recipes have a tendency to require more "exotic" oils and also have a bit of Julia-Child-
laundry-list of ingredients.. Many soap books (Cavitch's is a little guilty of the) just assume you'll
number it out on your personal, or that you'll only make their recipes forever. Love it! (my only
minimal complaint is normally that her quality recipes make such Little batches. I find yourself
having to double many of them. I highly recommended her books to anyone who wish to learn
steps to make soap. Her SUPERMARKET soap substances can be purchased at any national
chain store. Wish I had read this book prior to making cold procedure soap!4) She expresses the
correct amount of caution with lye. Therefore while after reading the initial one, I came across
myself skipping over some of the info in the subsequent books, these were all worth the price.
Watson communicates that it needs to be treated thoroughly, but you do not need to freak out
over it.5) Last, but not least, Watson is contactable. She has her personal website and you will
get in touch with her with any questions on the book. So I was hesitant when people started
ranting and raving concerning this book.Overall I believe this is actually the best soapmaking
reserve for newbies and recommend it to individuals who are getting started.The more you
make, the even more you know "how" to be creative and end up getting some wonderful soap to
use, make for family and everyone loves them as gifts! I didn't know easily would like the e-book
part of this because of not having a page turning, follow along reserve, but I do and I will tell you
why. Anne L Watson books on soap producing because I love her description on how to make
soap I must say I have ordered most of Anne L Watson books on soap building because I like
her explanation on how to help to make soap. By the time you get to the recipes, guess what
happens you are performing the correct way. KS Review I have been by using this book a
growing number of to make different kinds of soap utilizing the included recipes. She has great
techniques on soaping that is old school and you'll find nothing like having an excellent teacher
who understand her stuff to teach you how to properly make soap. Good, clear to see
information. Excellent book with great information. The only issue I got was that I purchased all
of her books and there is a lot of repeated information in the form of a few of the advice,



guidelines and supply sources and such. But, because the books only price 99 cents each it is
not really a concern. The dishes are well written and much of the assistance is tailored to this
style of that reserve. Some books bog you down with details on how dangerous it really is and
make you feel as though you ought to be putting on a hazmat match while measuring it, while
others have got a lackadaisical attitude towards it and don't stress safety. Extensive guide to
making soap! Excellent beginner guide to making soap! I’ve produced many batches utilizing
the simple recipe in this publication and each one has come out ideal. There are a lot of books
on soap making but not everyone provides a break down on how best to formulate a soap or the
percentages of the quantities need to incorporated an excellent formula. I've recommended
them to many people who want to understand to make soap because it is HANDS-DOWN the
very best newbie soap making publication I've read. A real pleasure to read. Easy. Watson walks
you through creating your own recipes step by step in crystal clear details.! But wish there is a
soap making reserve that only uses plant centered soap as I don't feel safe using soap on my
own body make from animal fats. it found its way to 2 days tho Love the book! Extremely
detailed with instructions, best for first-time soap makers. Extremely detailed and great
suggestions. I'm not really vegan but I'm not much of a meats eater. Very great beginner book. It
gives very good instructions. explains all you need to know. I recommend it Good Guide for
Soapmaking Very good practical guide for soapmaking. Great basic information! Not a lot of
soap recipies Got the lotion book treasured it so i hot this one om not to happy with it yes it
explains alot but i hoped now there would be a lot of recipies and generally there like 6 it'd price
what we paid to send out it back therefore ill keep it n refer to it sometime . Easy. Well written
instructions. Awesome book. I recommend this publication to anyone who asks me about
soapmaking. Well crafted instructions Simple. Great soap making publication!
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